
1 EXT.RIVERBANK.EVENING

Young female stood at the edge of a river bank. Women looks

done to her pocket.

CLOSE UP ON FACE

Cant see what she is looking at but a a single tear runs

down her cheek. She then lifts her arm and throws what ever

it was into the river.

Camera zooms out

As the camera moves out you can see a blue hat appear behind

her

FADES TO BLACK

2 INT.MUSKY POLICE ROOM.MORNING

MID SHOT OF THE DETECTIVE LANES

DETECTIVE LANES

Yesterday a 21 year old female by

the name of Alice Groves was found

by the side of a riverbed. From

what had come back from forensics

she had slight damage to her skull

and twenty three puncture wounds

and gashes.

DETECTIVE INSPECTOR PRICE

Any witnesses or arrests.

DETECTIVE LANES

As I said, the body was only

discovered yesterday. So we have

not had much luck finding anything

so far.

Detective Inspector Price takes a large draft from his

cigar.

DETECTIVE INSPECTOR PRICE

So why the fuck are you here. Were

is Detective Jones!

There is a click at the door and in walks Detective Jones

wearing a large trench coat.

DETECTIVE INSPECTOR PRICE

There you are. Were the fuck have

you been.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

DETECTIVE JONES

I got a call a minute ago giving us

a tip that Alice Groves was living

with her boyfriend David Pritok but

was staying at her friends house

because they had had a fight.

DETECTIVE INSPECTOR PRICE

Ok but I don’t see why that would

cause you to be late.

DETECTIVE JONES

Well this is were the interesting

part is. The day she left him and

went to stay at her friends was

only two days before the murder was

said to take place.

DETECTIVE INSPECTOR PRICE

Ok so what are you going to do

about it. And please don’t say I

don’t know like this dopey wanker

stood next to you.

Detective Inspector Price mimes towards Detective lanes with

his cigar. Detective Jones and Detective Lanes nod at each

other in response.

DETECTIVE JONES

Well I have managed to get a search

warrant on the flat were her

boyfriend was living.

DETECTIVE INSPECTOR PRICE

And were may I ask is the

boyfriend.

DETECTIVE LANES

Thats another thing I forgot to

mention. When we went round there

earlier this morning no one had

answered. So we suspect that he has

fled.

Detective Inspector Price leans over and takes one last

large puff from his cigar.

DETECTIVE INSPECTOR PRICE

Well then what the fuck are you

still standing here like fucking

bricks for!

Detective Jones and Detective Lanes turn around and walk out

of the office door.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

SHOT ENDS WITH DOOR CLOSING

3 EXT.DAVID PRITOKS HOUSE.MIDDAY

FAR AWAY SHOT

Detective Lanes is stood at the bottom of the stone stairs

while Detective Jones is walking up the stairs to the front

door.

MID SHOT ON DETECTIVE JONES AND THE DOOR

Detective Jones knocks on the door a few times just to make

sure no one is in.

MANS VOICE

Who’s there. What do you want?

Detective Jones looks down at Detective lanes and then back

to the door.

DETECTIVE JONES

This is Detective Jones. We are

here because we have a warrant to

search the premises. Is this David

Pritok.

Suddenly there is a large crash from the lower ground

window. David Pritok crashes through the window and starts

to make a run for his van. Detective Lanes clocks on to him

and chases him down the road.

DAVID PRITOK

Leave me alone you pigs.

David Pritok tries to vault a small fence but falls over it

and lands in the mud in front.

Detective Lanes jumps the fence and grabs David Pritok and

pushes him on to the floor.

DETECTIVE LANES

David Pritok you are under arrest

under suspicion of killing Alice

Groves. You do not have to say

anything. But it may harm

your defence if you do not mention

when questioned something which you

later rely on in court. Anything

you do say may be given in

evidence. Now get up. Were going

for a nice trip to the questioning

room. You coming Jones.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

DETECTIVE JONES

No you go on without me. Ill do a

search of the premises before I get

there.

CUTS

4 INT.POLICE QUESTIONING ROOM.DIMLY LIGHTED

Detective Lane is sat at a table facing David Protik.

DETECTIVE LANES

You not going to get a lawyer.

DAVID PRITOK

What for. Im being held here for

something I did not do.

Detective Lanes sniggers and picks up a piece of paper and a

plastic bag containing a knife.

DETECTIVE LANES

So do you know what this is.

DAVID PRITOK

I might be of course here, but I

believe they call that a knife.

DETECTIVE LANES

Very funny. Ill tell you what I

see. I see the murder weapon that

was used to kill Alice Groves, its

covered in you’re fingerprints.

DAVID PRITOK

Well the crazy bitch took my stuff.

How do you know she didn’t take

that as well.

In enters Detective Jones holding a couple of folders and a

bag.

DETECTIVE LANES

Whats all that?

DETECTIVE JONES

Well as you know I have been gone

for a while. While I have been gone

Ive not only searched youre house.

But have also been to the scene of

the crime.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

DAVID PRITOK

You cant do that. Ill get you

fired!

DETECTIVE JONES

You can try but we had a warrent to

search the house. And I bet you

already know what I have found.


